Plainly stated in prophecy is the [future] fall of the "7th King" "remains a short whole" national-system sovereign entity. (Rev17:8)

By no means will that coming future loss of worldwide national sovereignty in financial, military, and political form be an easy affair—it will cause a global-crisis of unprecedented magnitude; but it is temporary.

Thus, the coming global-crisis will also not result in "the end of the world" and the "Christ second coming". All that "doomsday" hype is a distraction from reality. (Matt24:6; Luke 21:9)

The final global-crisis will resolve peacefully as per prophecy.

The final global downturn [of the future], will result in what the prophecy of God states it will resolve into: final "8th King" World Government in completed officially stated and globally presented form.

It will also result in a global awareness in many of this truth in prophecy: 8th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years.

That is why in prophecy there are 8 kings in Revelation 17, as we are now under "7th King" national-alliance rule. And that is why the "7th King" will fall in the future as a symbol of its loss of all national sovereignty globally as transferred by mostly wealth control to "8th King" World Government, in the future.

This study will show that God has sanctioned the nations from the beginning as shown again after the flood in Genesis 10 "seventy nations" as stated in God placed "superior authorities" of many national governments in Romans 13.

(Romans 13:1-4) Let every soul be in subjection to the superior authorities, for there is no authority except by God; the existing authorities stand placed in their relative positions by God. 2 Therefore he who opposes the authority has taken a stand against the arrangement of God; those who have taken a stand against it will receive judgment to themselves. 3 For those ruling are an object of fear, not to the good deed, but to the bad. Do you, then, want to have no fear of the authority? Keep doing good, and you will have praise from it; 4 for it is God's minister to you for your good. But if you are doing what is bad, be in fear: for it is not without purpose that it bears the sword; for it is God's minister, an avenger to express wrath upon the one practicing what

The Daniel and Revelation prophecy, and others, also shows Jesus Christ in [future completed] Immortal Kingdom power will be the divine appointed World Government ruler in a New Universal Order which will save many people in the end, while deposing the enemy of all mankind in that demon inspired final World Government of the future. (Matt24:21-22)

Thus, no where in prophecy has God sanctioned the "8th King" World Government "New World Order" as His appointed ruling entity. Quite the opposite in fact.

All prophecy converges into the arrival of that rival world government to then be conquered by Christ. Therefore, the arrival of world government will be a huge final global signal of the Christ arrival trigger entity completed (Rev14; Dan12:11), which every living human of Earth will be aware of.

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world government with its final UN-related rendition "image"; Dan11:45), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

World government's future arrival is what triggers the "King of kings" sovereign response. And in Daniel 12, the prophecy periods which define those future final phases also time the arrival of Christ in general by huge global events all will see [before] Christ arrives.

Thus, all will be able to know the general period and final prophecy outlined world events which shall trigger the Christ "second coming". And from prophecy we know Christ arrives to complete the Messianic Kingdom (Rev14:1; Rev7:1-17), to first "gather" all the savable humans of Earth (Matt24:31), prior to his conquest on the rival world government, and his abyssing of Satan and the demons for 1000 years.

(Matthew 24:31) (priority one:) And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the (Rev7:1-4) four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity. (Rev14:6-8; Rev14:14-16; Matt25:31-40)

It is also important to know Revelation 14 is the post Christ Arrival detailed purpose. The conquering Kingdom of Christ is immortal. Thus, it can offer world peace to all surrendering to it, at that time, for the whole Daniel 12:11 final 1290 days period purpose to oversee it from God and Christ.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

The world of nations cannot prevent world government from forming over them to dictate their future for a few years. (Dan12:11) But, neither can world government stop Christ from securing what he has purchased by sacrifice for this period. World Government also cannot withstand the immortal conquering forces of Christ's million billion immortal “angels of the [immortal] crown” (Rev12:1-7), his own immortal power and that of God Almighty come that time in the future.

There is the God provided guaranteed Revelation 14:6-7 "Everlasting Good News" way out to the last second of Daniel 12:11’s final 1290 days, please keep that in mind. Repent, surrender, “worship God” and live, guaranteed.

Unchangeable Purpose of God: Be Fruitful and Become Many [on Earth]

(Genesis 1:26-28) And God went on to say: “Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness, and let them have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and all the earth and every moving animal that is moving upon the earth.” 27 And God proceeded to create the man in his image, in God’s image he created him; male and female he created them. 28 Further, God blessed them and God said to them: “Be fruitful and become many and fill the earth and subdue it, and have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and every living creature that is moving upon the earth.”

Thus, we know God’s unchangeable purpose (Eph3:11), is for His "will to be done on Earth" forever.

(Ephesians 1:8-10) This he caused to abound toward us in all wisdom and good sense, 9 in that he made known to us the sacred secret of his will. It is according to his good pleasure which he purposed in himself 10 for an administration at the full limit of the appointed times, namely, to gather all things together again in the Christ, the things in the heavens and the things on the earth.

And what heads that "administration" for the "world" of planet Earth?

(Revelation 11:15) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”

Eventual perfect immortal human nations (Rev22:14), will forever call planet Earth and its paradise reality home as will all animals live forever as the first [physical] beings ever here. The Romans 8:18-22 entire “creation” includes the animals who will become the final beneficiaries of the sealed human immortality “on earth”, as ruled by spirit immortality “as in heaven”, which spiritual dimension is about to complete the immortal state to 100% in the future. (Rev14:1; Rev7:1-4)

Origin of Demon World Government from the Flood and After

Direct ruled DEMON WORLD GOVERNMENT was why the divine deluge of God came upon the world of Noah's time.

(Genesis 6:1-8) Now it came about that when men started to grow in numbers on the surface of the ground and daughters were born to them, 2 then the sons of the [true] God began to notice the daughters of men, that they were good-looking; and they went taking wives for themselves, namely, all whom they chose. 3 After that Jehovah said: “My spirit shall not act toward man indefinitely in that he is also flesh. Accordingly his days shall amount to a hundred and twenty years.” 4 The Nephilim proved to be in the earth in those days, and also after that, when the sons of the [true] God continued to have relations with the daughters of men and they bore sons to them, they were the mighty ones who were of old, the men of fame. 5 Consequently Jehovah saw that the badness of man was abundant in the earth and every inclination of the thoughts of his heart was only bad all the time. 6 And Jehovah felt regrets that he had made men in the earth, and he felt hurt at his heart. 7 So Jehovah said: “I am going to wipe men whom I have created off the surface of the ground, from man to domestic animal, to moving animal and to flying creature of the heavens, because I do regret that I have made them.” 8 But Noah found favor in the eyes of Jehovah.

Soon after the flood, in Genesis 10-11, humans attempted another world government as symbolized in Babel by the Tower of Babel.

(Genesis 11:1-9) Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 2 And it came about that in their journeying eastward they eventually discovered a valley plain in the land of Shinar, and they took up dwelling there. 3 And they began to say, each one to the other: “Come on! Let us make bricks and bake them with a burning process.” So brick served as stone for them, but bitumen served as mortar for them. 4 They now said: “Come on! Let us build ourselves a city and also a tower with its top in the heavens, and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, for fear we may be scattered over all the surface of the earth.” 5 And Jehovah proceeded to go down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had built. 6 After that Jehovah said: “Look! They are one people and there is one language for them all, and this is what they start to do. Why, now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be unattainable for them. 7 Come now! Let us go down and there confuse their language that they may not listen to one another’s language.” 8 Accordingly Jehovah scattered them from there over all the surface of the earth, and they gradually left off building the city. 9 That is why its name was called Babel, because there Jehovah had confused the language of all the earth, and Jehovah had scattered them from there over all the surface of the earth.

God did not use destructive, but language confusing, means, to abort that new sovereign threat of that time. But, keep in mind world government not from God, is what God has targeted for removal from the beginning of the sin in Eden as shown in Genesis 6-7 and
later in Genesis 10-11.

A future World Government will indeed raise its ugly head as foretold in the prophecy of God; also keep that in mind, please.

8th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ’s arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years.

God’s Will for Heaven and Earth as One Unstoppable Future Reality; Forever

( Matthew 6:9-10) Our Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your kingdom come. Let your will take place, as in heaven, also upon earth.

The purpose of God for his “will to be done on Earth” to the same indestructible immortal degree as “in heaven” cannot be stopped; only its opposers will be removed all the way through Christ’s one thousand years and after. (Rev20:1-10) No one can stop the “train of God”. Those trying to lay other tracks will be tossed from the train for the whole reign of Christ and after, demon and human. It is what it is.

Part of God’s will on Earth is an eternal world of eternal immortal nations, as it returns there, in time, as connected to the Babel origin event here.

(Zephaniah 3:8-9) Therefore keep yourselves in expectation of me,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘till the day of my rising up to [the] booty, for my judicial decision is to gather nations, for me to collect together kingdoms (into the future world government signal), in order to pour out upon them my denunciation, all my burning anger; for by the fire of my zeal all the earth will be devoured. 9 For then I shall give to peoples the change to a pure language, in order for them all to call upon the name of Jehovah, in order to serve him shoulder to shoulder.’

And as a promise begun in Genesis 3:15 in God’s purposed “seed of the woman” eternal-solution for the "death ruling as king" state of planet Earth in its entirety after the sin of Eden, the reality of Abraham's faithfulness led to greater national blessing details.

"By means of" Abraham's seed “all nations of the earth will certainly bless themselves”.

( Genesis 22:15-18) And Jehovah’s angel proceeded to call to Abraham the second time out of the heavens 16 and to say: “By myself I do swear,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘that by reason of the fact that you have done this thing and you have not withheld your son, your only one, 17 I shall surely bless you and I shall surely multiply your seed like the stars of the heavens and like the grains of sand that are on the seashore; and your seed will take possession of the gate of his enemies. 18 And by means of your seed all nations of the earth will certainly bless themselves due to the fact that you have listened to my voice.’”

Thus, nations of Earth are and will be eternal as they are recovered into the physical perfection of Jesus Christ the “last Adam” “eternal father”, unto eventual spiritual perfection with human immortality as the final purpose of God's "will done on Earth". (1Cor15:45-49; Isa9:6; Heb10:10)

(Genesis 12:3) And I will bless those who bless you, and him that calls down evil upon you I shall curse, and all the families of the ground will certainly bless themselves by means of you.

In Genesis 12, even the “families of the ground” would bless themselves, which "ground" is the basis of more than human families.

( Genesis 8:19) Every living creature, every moving animal and every flying creature, everything that moves on the earth, according to their families they went out of the ark.

After the Noachian era deluge from God ended demon direct "world government" rule (Eph6:12; Jude1:6; Dan4:10-17), the nations were born in Genesis 10 “seventy nations” from the sons of Noah, in Ham, Shem, and Japheth.

( Genesis 10:32) These were the families of the sons of Noah according to their family descents, by their nations, and from these the nations were spread about in the earth after the deluge.

Thus, as prophecy and logic will tell us, God has an "eternal purpose" for the human nations of Earth which cannot be altered. (Eph3:11) Foreknowable "Appointed times" is how God steps along and informs awake Christians and people of where this is all going.

(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take place.

God Allows Many National Government "Superior Authorities", Not "World Government" "Superior Authority"

And though imperfect in sin and error ad infinitum, the nations of Genesis 10 history, define the global "superior authorities" which "God has placed”. That is, God allows national governments as part of his current purpose in "relative position” [temporarily].

God is who allows national rule by many national government "superior authority" complexes.
Let every soul be in subjection to the superior authorities, for there is no authority except by God; the existing authorities stand placed in their relative positions by God. Therefore he who opposes the authority has taken a stand against the arrangement of God; those who have taken a stand against it will receive judgment to themselves. For those ruling are an object of fear, not to the good deed, but to the bad. Do you, then, want to have no fear of the authority? Keep doing good, and you will have praise from it; for it is God’s minister to you for your good. But if you are doing what is bad, be in fear: for it is not without purpose that it bears the sword; for it is God’s minister, an avenger to express wrath upon the one practicing what

In spite of the 2000 year warning of Christ and the preview warning since World War 1 era “first witnessing” (Rev11), the globalist-system will simply have to over-step all sovereign allowance and kind fair warning, [in the future]. It is what it is in prophecy. Be ready, be patient. They will be allowed and required to complete world government for the final global signal before Christ arrives. “8th King” World Government will also be the absolute shortest stay of any human ruling system in prophecy and history. (Rev17:12; Dan12:11)

God has setup the national governmental systems “from the beginning”. God Almighty he has NOT sanctioned their destruction, but promised preservation of the nations. That is why the nations by willing individuals (Rev14:6-8; Rev14:14-16), will be preserved at the Christ arrival. (Rev7:9-17)

But, the “fourth beast” of Daniel 7:23-26 is not preserved in that four beast prophecy is it?

“8th King” “fourth beast” parallel World Government will be “given to the fire” by “someone like a son of man” in Christ, because it is [future] world government. It is not approved by God, and He plainly says so in prophecy.

I kept on beholding at that time because of the sound of the grandiose words that the (globalist) horn was speaking; I kept on beholding until the (fourth) beast was killed and its body was destroyed and it was given to the burning fire.

Thus, the first three beasts of Daniel 7 which formed the national Roman system of Daniel 7:7-8 are preserved.


And the Court itself proceeded to sit, and his own rulership they finally took away, in order to annihilate [world government] and to destroy [world government] totally. (Dan2:44-45; Rev19:19-20)

God already knew the [national-governmental system defined] “7th King” “remains a short while”. This is because, the nations will be overcome by “8th King” Globalist-System domination [in the future]. That is, they will “have their [national-based] rulerships taken away” even before Christ arrives, and that by “8th King”, “King North” World Government.

When Christ deposes 666 8th King World Government, he is who rules the nations by default and power.

In that final convergence of prophecy (and world power) into the final period of the Adamic age, Christ will be THE ONLY HOPE the nations will have to permanently escape the world government demonic parasite system and its doomed final reign which “goes bad” before you know it.

For then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now, no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the chosen ones those days will be cut short.

And those days occur under world government complete rule, not during the “sword-stroke” which resolves peacefully into it. (Rev13:3)

Hence, that is why that period of the finality of the “great tribulation” final “four winds” phase (Rev7:1-4), is also so dangerous “no flesh would be saved” had Christ not arrived to save the chosen of all living beings purposed for salvation, and “cut short” the parallel rule of world government which botch shall define that prophecy conclusion.

Thus, when Christ does arrive "in the midst of his enemies" of Psalm 110:2, he HAS TO ARRIVE or else. Thus, expect it at the very end of the whole future prophecy sequence.

The nation-state governmental system as we know it from the past to today, will lose “power and authority”. That is, national governments worldwide, by crash, bankruptcy and “sword-stroke” stressing will “give their power and authority” of national-sovereign rulership first to “8th King” world government, not to Christ directly.

The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (Rev13:3 future “sword-stroke” effect), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was (United Nations), but is not (UN impotent to stop the coming “sword-stroke” global-crisis), and yet will be present (but comes back up (Rev11:7),
for the final UN rendition to representing the World Government 'miracle' "healing"; Rev13:3, after the next sword stroke), those
who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the
founding of the world. 9 “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven
mountains, where the woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet
arrived, but when he does arrive he must remain a short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short
while", it becomes a global national-system vassalized-state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 11 And the wild
beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. (world
government is the entity Christ will target for precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-related "image" and "disgusting
thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it in the future in this future "abyss
ascension" finally)

(Revelation 17:12-13) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do
receive authority as kings one hour (Dan12:11) with the wild beast (as world government). 13 These have one
thought (global-scale soverignty), and so they give their (national-system) power and authority to the wild beast (world
government).

(Revelation 17:14) These will battle with the Lamb (thus, they complete before Christ arrives), but, because he is Lord of
lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].”

That is why the now 7th King predominated nations globally "remain a short" while. Their national sovereign stay is defined by
national-system governmental "power and authority", and it finally being lost for the "8th King" world government finality [of the future].

The total loss of autonomous national sovereignty, is what defines the "8th King" World Government sovereignty "not by his own power", but by aid of pawned nations.

(Daniel 8:24) And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power.

The total loss of autonomous national "power and authority", is what defines the "8th King" World Government sovereignty in the future. And [world government alone] is the globalized-soverignty that "goes off into destruction".

That is why King 8 (of the future) comes after and precedes King 7 (of the present national-system) in Revelation 17.

That is why all sovereign prophecy concludes into World Government [before] Christ has to arrive.

World Government is the Revelation 17 "8th King" which is also the Daniel 11:45-Dan12 "King North" and
Daniel 8's "King Fierce".

The Revelation 17 "8th King" is the Scarlet Wildbeast World Government which also defines the entire
"immense image" of Daniel 2.

World Government is also the "fourth beast" of Daniel 7:23-26, and the Gog of Magog totality in the future. And
in those prophecies, [only] World Government "ends" and is destroyed by God and Christ.

That is why world government alone is "given to the fire". Human/demon "World Government" never has been "set in relative position" by God’s will, but identified by God in prophecy as the one globalized sovereign entity Christ will conquer before the eyes of the whole
world and the "great crowd".

Christ secures the "great crowd" in Revelation 14 (Dan12:11) parallel of Revelation 7:9-17, before he vaporizes the final signal
sovereign rival of the so-called "new world order" World Government "scarlet wildbeast" "8th King", the last one of prophecy for that reason.

There is not a human of earth at that time who "will miss" the arrival of world government in the future. And in that "8th King" arrival, you
can "see" Christ also arriving in the tracks of World Government. That is why the Christ arrival has a global awareness in Revelation
1.7, Matthew 24:29-31 and Revelation 14. Think about it. It is made known in many personal ways [worldwide], because it can lead to
salvation for ANYONE willing to agree to the Kingdom Peace Terms of Revelation 14:6-7.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

God has sanctioned the plural global "superior authorities" of national governments for a "short while". God has not sanctioned an "8th
King" World Government singular "superior authority".

Plain as day in concise and [explicitly stated] prophecy, only God’s Kingdom will “set up” the Messianic Kingdom of Christ as the
singular sovereign entity God has approved. (Dan2:44)

Jesus Christ as the "King of kings" is who is appointed by God Almighty for the eternal rule of planet Earth. God Almighty has NOT
appointed a feeble world government farce of "8th King" globalist technocrats, warlords, bankers, "false prophet" seers, and other
money and power worshiping sinners, human and demon. (Dan2:31-45)

It is what it is.
But, God has given Revelation 14 notice by means of "Saul of Tarsus" that even enemies individually in that 666 world government system can surrender to the Kingdom of Christ like anyone else coming into salvation for the whole 1290 days of Daniel 12:11. (Rev14:6-7)

All living humans of Earth at that time will see the "sword stroke" recover globally into world government. (Rev13:3) Thus, they all can "see" Christ arrive "in slow motion" by means of these final prophetic global indications which will lead to said human world government.

In Daniel 7:12, by means of the Christ gathering the nations are preserved forever, to come under Messianic Kingdom rule unto the human immortality goal (Rev22:14), during the worldwide total "recreation" palingenesia of Christ in Matthew 19:28, Romans 8:18-22 and Revelation 21-22.

Now, please note apostate Jehovah's witnesses like many apostate Christian religions before them, aid world government secrecy, as they allied as UN NGO with it in 1990. (Matt24:15; Dan11:30-31) That is, apostate Jehovah's witnesses, as misled by their "King North" placed [globalist aiding] "Governing Body" distract attention away from this final required prophecy sequence in which they form the final apostasy of our times. (Dan11:32a; Dan8:12)

That is why Jehovah's witnesses go down in the epic temple judgment downfall well before world government can complete. (1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14; Rev8)

**One Entity in God's Bulls Eye: "8th King" Scarlet Wildbeast World Government**

One entity is promised [conquest and fire] from God: World Government, as explicitly stated in prophecy.

(Daniel 7:11) I kept on beholding at that time because of the sound of the grandiose words that the horn was speaking; I kept on beholding until the beast was killed and its body was destroyed and it was given to the burning fire.

(Daniel 7:26) And the Court itself proceeded to sit, and his own rulership they finally took away, in order to annihilate [world government] and to destroy [world government] totally.

(Revelation 17:14) These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].

(Revelation 19:19-20) 19 And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur.

Now you know why apostate Jehovah's witnesses will not move past the United Nations "image" to identify future completed World Government as the "scarlet wildbeast" "8th King" and the final sovereign rival completion of all sovereign prophecy! They are the final required apostasy.

**Be Forewarned: Jehovah's Witnesses Apostasy will End with National Sovereignty Ending, Not "The World" "Ending"**

Thus, the future downfall of Jehovah's witnesses (Dan11:41; Dan8:13), at the start of a global crisis tribulation defining "sword stroke", will come first in prophecy. The judgment downfall of apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry and corrupted organizations takes a few years as per Daniel 8:14.

But remember, in prophecy that future "sword-stroke" must run its full course and then resolve peacefully in time. Very important.

The global peace resolution to come as the "sword-stroke" "heals" globally will produce the "8th King" world government final target entity against God and His Kingdom purpose.

Knowing that final foretold sequence of prophecy and world events leading to world government is very important for the future. There is no "end of the world" even as the national governments go bankrupt, that sword-stroke phase must pass. It is all for the purpose of presenting the foretold world government as the "savior of the nations".

The downfall of "7th King" national sovereignty is foretold because that loss of sovereign "power and authority" is required to allow world government global reign. (Rev17:8-13) That global nation-state bankrupted economic implosion must occur to define Daniel 11:42-43 to the official completion of "King North" World Government power in the future as Daniel 11:45.

It is important to not be fooled by the false prophecy claims of Jehovah's witnesses or Christendom's academic comatose seers. (2Thess2:1-2)
Their obligatory "end of the world" and "doomsday" hype, WILL FAIL—GUARANTEED! (2Thess2:1-2) THAT is all "religion" can see, because God has not sanctioned religion except to define the "Babylon the Great" corporate-religious complex globally for this same climax world government [signal period] of the future.

Those profiteering religious corporations, "the harlot", will all attempt to sell this coming global crisis as if "the end" and the "Christ arrival and rapture". WTBTS toting [Apostate] Jehovah's witnesses "hard-hitting [doomsday] judgment message" will lead the way of this fake "doomsday" hype-fest.

The Watchtower July 15, 2015, pg. 16, par. 9:

9 This will not be the time to preach the "good news of the Kingdom." That time will have passed. The time for "the end" will have come! (Matthew 24:14) No doubt God's people will proclaim a hard-hitting judgment message. This may well involve a declaration announcing that Satan's wicked world is about to come to its complete end.

Be warned now so as to NOT be fooled by these apostate quacks long foretold for this signal error. (2Thess2:11-12) The hyped-up apostate Jehovah's witnesses "doomsday" warning that "Satan's wicked world is about to come to its complete end" will fail. What will "come to its complete end", is national sovereignty.

These religious blind-men are who will hype the "slaughtered to death" nature of the Revelation 13:3 "sword-stroke" without mentioning it must recover peacefully and globally into "8th King" World Government. They will not tell you now, they will not tell you later: national sovereignty is what will have ended.

Instead, what is left of religious corporatism globally by that time of actual world government (Rev16:12), will "ride the beast" of world government, be warned; they cannot pull out now, they cannot pull out then. It is what it is. (Rev17:1-8) THAT is how global religion is deposed under world government in Revelation 17:15-17.

For future proof and warning now, Jehovah's witnesses apostasy spirals into destruction with the temple judgment of the near future. (1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time (Dan8:14) for the judgment to start with the house of God.

That apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministerial judgment allows the completion of the "King North" invasion (Dan11:32a), of their whole corrupted and doomed organization [in the future] to be part of the START of the final prophecy cycle here:

(Daniel 11:41a) [King North] (Globalist-System) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration, and there will be many [PEOPLE] that will be made to stumble. (Dan11:32-35)

And the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy will end as that final global prophecy cycle begins, in that Daniel 11:41 future context. (Dan8:13-14; Rev6:9; Zech3:1-9)

Final apostasy signaling Jehovah's witnesses of today, will have crashed and burned as the [signal apostate ministry] of our times, well before the final 1260 days ministry can give full warning of the approach of world government and what it shall trigger.

The Jehovah's witnesses apostate ministerial and corrupted organizational downfall will be global in nature in the start of the global-crisis.

While in the future, Jehovah's witnesses claim Daniel 11:44-45 has activated with "Russia as King North", you can know now Daniel 11:41-43 is what will have activated to completion with "King North as 8th King World Government".

The apostate Jehovah's witnesses downfall and purpose is foretold and timed in Daniel 8:13-14 for the [future] "temple judgment" precursor coming up, long before (Dan8:14), the final ministry 1260 days and world government eventually arrives. (Dan8:13-14; Rev6:9; Rev10:11:1-10)

Be Forewarned: What is Coming is "The End" of National Sovereignty, Not "The World"

Jehovah's witnesses and some other religions are who hype the "the end of the world" distraction in the religious global sector. Do not be fooled, none of that doomsday hype is what is coming according to the prophecy of God.

(Matthew 24:6) you are going to hear of wars and reports of wars; see that you are not terrified. For these things must take place, but the end is not yet.

And in the future, these [coming] "reports of wars" and Luke 21:9 global "disorders" [Christ warned us of], will light up the global radar screen of trouble worldwide with a global magnitude never seen in history. Be forewarned by Christ for this coming reason, do not be fooled. Be patient. No matter how critical and severe it looks for the world "as though slaughtered to death" (Rev13:3), this "tribulation of those days" [phase] ends peacefully, and that into World Government. (Matt24:29-31)

That is why Christ said to not be anxious or deceived by world crisis!

What comes with the national-system downfall is NOT the Christ arrival until after World Government arrives with their final "world peace" mantra (1Thess5:1-3), which will be aided by the resolving and healing "sword-stroke" phase conclusion and passing. That
whole process will take several years. There is no slam-dunk "end of the world" in any prophecy.

But, there is plenty of world government arrival prophecy. (Dan2:31-45; Dan7:23-26; Dan8:23-25; Dan11:42-45>Dan12; Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11; Rev17:8-17; Rev19:19-21)

Therefore, national sovereignty is the era ending in this coming global crisis. It is not the "end of the world". It is "the end" of "King South" and its era of national soverigns, unto "King North" World Government domination for a very short "one hour" stay. (Dan7:12; Dan12:11)

In that global context of the downfall of national sovereignty globally, this is the final financial compromised "King South" national-system development which leads to "King North" World Government in Daniel 11:42-43.

(Daniel 11:42) And [King North] (Globalist-System) will keep thrusting out his (globalization) hand against the (King South national-system) lands; and as regards the (7th King/King South national-system capitol symbol) land of Egypt, she (subservient King South, 7th King fall) will not prove to be an escaper.

"8th King" "King North" World Government is what must complete with the sword-stroke global stressing phase, as they come into global ownership by national-system bankrupted default.

(Daniel 11:43a) And [King North] ("8th King" Globalist-System) will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (of former "King South", then fallen "7th King" assets globally)

Now, we see the financial global coup on the indebted "King South" national-systems is what precedes the recovery into complete world government. Military means is used (Rev16:13-16; Joel3:9-12), but financial means is the more important sector of the loss of national sovereignty into world government in the future.

"King North" World Government will then own all global gold, silver, and "desirable things" hard wealth and be the self-appointed "savior" of the national system. (Rev13:3)

(Daniel 11:44) “But there will be reports (Rev10:11; Rev11:1-7) that will disturb [King North] (Globalist-System), out of the sunrising and out of the north (from God and Christ), and [King North] (Globalist-System) will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 "during a freedom from care" as world peace "and security" phase of 1Thess5:1-3, under world government)

(Daniel 11:45) And [King North] (Globalist-System) will plant his (World Government global) palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration (fraud "Jerusalem" claims of Zion and God's Kingdom); and he will have to come all the way to his end, and there will be no helper for him. (Dan8:25b, Rev19:19-21; Rev11:15)

That prophecy sequence guaranteed to "come true" is what will still have to run the full course in the future. All "end of the world" and "Christ arrival for rapture" hype is simply distracting from reality for a quick mental exit plan which cannot manifest as stated by lost religions, including Jehovah's witnesses whose apostasy will go down long before Christ or even world government arrives.